COMPULSIVE GAMBLING:
WORKPLACE WARNING SIGNS

- Borrows money from co-workers or argues with co-workers about money owed.
- Requests salary advances or company credit union loans.
- Has credit card and other bills sent to work rather than home.
- Family asks about the employee’s salary.
- Requests pay in lieu of vacation time.
- Steals company merchandise, property or cash.
- Falsifies expense accounts.
- Organizes office or sports pools.
- Listens to or watches sporting events while working.
- Places bets for co-workers.
- Receives phone calls or visits from bookies, creditors or gambling friends while working. Arranges card games for money during lunch or breaks.
- Has unexplained absences or disappearances from work, often for only part of the day.
- Reads gambling material openly.
- Uses excessive sick days. to gambling destinations.
- Vacations to gambling destinations.
- Takes vacation time incrementally, not all at once.
- Takes long lunch hours or breaks to play cards, buy lottery tickets or conduct other forms of gambling.
- Uses the telephone frequently.
- Experiences severe mood swings.
- Appears sleepy or with bloodshot eyes; grooming habits decline.
- Appears depressed or anxious.
- Misses deadlines or assignments are frequently not completed.
- Lacks concentration, misses meetings or appointments.